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Abstract 
Nanomechanical resonators have recently been highlighted because of their remarkable ability 
to perform the sensing and detection. Since the nanomechanical resonators are characterized by 
large surface-to-volume ratio, it is implied that the surface effect plays a substantial role on 
not only the resonance but also the sensing performance of nanomechanical resonators. In this 
work, we have studied the role of surface effect on the detection sensitivity of a 
nanoresonator that undergoes either harmonic vibration or nonlinear oscillation based on the 
continuum elastic model such as beam model. It is shown that surface effect makes an impact 
on both harmonic resonance and nonlinear oscillations, and that the sensing performance is 
dependent on the surface effect. Moreover, we have also investigated the surface effect on the 
mechanical tuning of resonance and sensing performance. It is interestingly found that the 
mechanical tuning of resonance is independent of surface effect, and that the mechanical 
tuning of sensing performance is determined by surface effect. Our study sheds light on the 
importance of surface effect on the sensing performance of nanoresonators. 
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I. Introduction 
 
Nanomechanical resonators have recently been received significant attentions for their ability to 
perform specific, notable functions such as sensing and/or actuations [1-4]. Specifically, 
nanomechanical resonators have enabled not only the fundamental understanding of vibration 
theory [5-7] but also the detection and/or measurement of physical quantities such as quantum 
state [8-10], force [11-13], mass [14-17], surface stress [18-21], surface elastic stiffness [22, 
23], biomolecular interactions [24-28], fluid-solid interactions [24, 29-31], and so forth. The 
remarkable performance of nanoresonators relies on their high-frequency dynamics even up to 
Mega- or Giga-Hertz [32-35], which could be achieved by scaling down of a resonator. This 
implies that micro- or nanoscale resonators allow the realization of lab-on-a-chip but also the 
development of high-frequency devices such as radio communication devices [36]. In addition, 
scaling down of a resonator increases the detection sensitivity, which results in nanoresonators 
to be a sensitive mass sensor [14-16]. In particular, based on continuum elasticity [37, 38], 
the sensing performance is given by S = Δf/Δm = (f/2m)[37, 38], where Δf is the resonant 
frequency shift for a resonator due to the adsorption of mass Δm, and f and m represent the 
resonant frequency and the mass of a bare resonator (i.e. without mass adsorption), 
respectively. This clearly elucidates that the scaling down of a resonator increases the resonant 
frequency, and consequently amplifies the resonant frequency shift due to mass adsorption. 
This principle has led a couple of research groups to the development of NEMS resonator for 
label-free detection of gas atoms [14, 39] and/or gold atoms [15, 16] even in atomic 
resolution, and a single protein molecule [40]. This suggests that nanomechanical resonators 
envisage the novel development of lab-on-a-chip mass spectrometers [41]. 
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For effective design of nanomechanical resonators for their specific functions such as detection, 
it is essential to understand and predict the dynamic behavior of a nanoresonator and its 
sensing performance. Most previous works [7, 33, 39, 42-44] have analyzed the experimentally 
measured resonance behavior of nanomechanical resonators using continuum mechanics model 
(i.e. elastic beam model), which assumes that the resonance of a nanoresonator is attributed to 
the flexural motion. Despite widely utilized for analysis of resonance, conventional continuum 
mechanics models fail to characterize the dynamic behavior of a nanoresonator, especially a 
resonator whose transverse dimension (i.e. diameter) is smaller than sub-50 nm, at which 
surface effect plays a significant role in the mechanical deformation of a nanostructure [45]. 
Specifically, when a device is scaled down, the surface energy US defined as energetic cost to 
create a surface due to scaling down increases so as to generate the surface stress τ, which is 
defined as τ = ∂Us/∂ε = τ0 + Sε + O(ε2) [46-48], where ε is a mechanical strain of a 
structure, and τ0 and S indicate the constant surface stress and the strain-dependent surface 
stress (i.e. surface elastic stiffness), respectively. 
 
The surface stress effect on the mechanics of nanostructures has recently been thoroughly 
studied. For example, Miller and Shenoy [49] argued that the bending/axial deformation of a 
nanoscale beam is well depicted by a continuum model that accounts for the surface stress 
effect. Cuenot et al. [50] experimentally showed that the bending deformation of a one-
dimensional nanostructure such as nanowires is significantly affected by the surface stress. 
Lilley and a coworker [51] have taken into account the surface elasticity-based continuum 
mechanics model that allows the fundamental insights into the role of surface elasticity on the 
mechanical properties (i.e. bending deformation) of nanowires. Wang and Li [52] have 
recently reported that the surface effect significantly determines the elastic properties of 
nanowires using the density functional theory (DFT) simulations. Yun and Park [53] have 
provided that, by using multiscale simulations based on Surface Cauchy-Born model [54-56], 
the bending behavior of fcc metal nanowires is governed by surface stress. 
 
Recently, the surface stress effect on the resonance of NEMS devices has been studied. For 
instance, Lu et al. [22] have considered a surface elasticity-based beam model in order to 
understand the resonant cantilever-based sensing mechanism, especially the size effect on 
sensing performance of a cantilever due to surface effect. In a similar spirit, Lilley and a 
coworker [57] have studied the surface stress effect on the resonance behavior of a nanoscale 
beam using surface elasticity-based beam model. Recent experimental and theoretical studies 
[18, 21, 58] reported that when biomolecules are adsorbed onto micro- or nanocantilever, the 
resonance behavior is significantly affected by surface stress due to adsorbed biomolecules 
rather than added molecular mass, albeit the elastic beam model employed in these studies [18, 
21, 58, 59] contradicts the Newton’s third law as discussed in classical work by Gurtin et al. 
[60] and recent studies by Lu et al. [22] and Sader et al. [20]. Furthermore, Park and 
coworkers [61, 62] have extensively studied the resonance behavior of various nanowires by 
using multiscale simulations. They have found that the surface stress effect is a key parameter 
that determines the resonance of nanostrcutures. 
 
It has to be noted that previous studies [20, 22, 57, 63, 64] have considered the surface 
elasticity-based beam model, which is restricted to the harmonic oscillation. However, it is 
necessary to gain a fundamental insight into nonlinear vibration of nanoresonators, because 
nanoresonators can easily undergo the nonlinear oscillation [7, 43, 44]. More importantly, 
nonlinear vibration of a nanoresonator has recently been highlighted because of unique 
dynamic characteristics such as frequency tuning [43], chaotic dynamics [7], synchronization 
[65], and so forth. Moreover, Buks et al. [66] have theoretically studied the detection limit for 
mass sensing using a nanoresonator that can undergo the nonlinear oscillation. Recently, Eom 
and coworkers [67] have computationally studied the detection sensitivity of a nanoresonator 
that is operated in either harmonic oscillation or nonlinear vibration. It is remarkably shown 
that nonlinear vibration due to doubly clamped boundary condition increases not only the 
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resonant frequency but also the detection sensitivity. In addition, it is suggested that the 
detection principle for nonlinear vibration-based sensing is very unique. In particular, the mass 
adsorption onto a nanoresonator undergoing the nonlinear vibrations increases the resonant 
frequency, which is contrary to the detection principle for the harmonic resonance-based 
detection. Furthermore, in ref. [67], it is found that a mechanical force can amplifies the 
detection sensitivity for a nanoresonator enduring the harmonic oscillation, whereas a 
mechanical force significantly reduces the detection sensitivity for a nanoresonator sustaining 
the nonlinear oscillation. These examples show that nonlinear oscillation can be a unique route 
to improve the detection sensitivity for a nanomechanical resonator, albeit the nonlinear 
oscillation-based mass sensing has been rarely taken into account. 
 
In this work, we are aimed at studying the role of surface stress effect on the nonlinear 
vibration-based mass detection. In particular, we have studied the resonance behavior of silicon 
nanowire resonators that can experience either harmonic oscillation or nonlinear vibration using 
a surface elasticity-based beam model. We have found that the surface effect makes an impact 
on not only the (harmonic or nonlinear) vibrations but also the sensing performances based on 
both harmonic and nonlinear resonances. Further, we have shown that surface effect does also 
play a substantial role on the mechanical tuning of resonance as well as the mechanical 
tuning of sensing performance. The remainder of this article consists as follows: Section II 
describes the surface elasticity-based elastic beam model for silicon nanowires. Section III 
provides the numerical simulations of the vibration of silicon nanowires, the sensing 
performance, and the mechanical tuning of resonance or sensing performance. Section IV 
encloses our article with remarks. 
 
II. Theory and Model 
 
We have modeled a nanoresonator as a one-dimensional elastic beam, because nanoresonators 
exhibit the dimension such that the transverse dimensions (i.e. thickness and width) are much 
smaller than the longitudinal dimension (i.e. length). Here, we consider the silicon nanowires 
for nanoresonators, since recent studies [42, 68] have reported that doubly-clamped silicon 
nanowires can be actuated by magnetomotive technique [42] and/or piezoresitive method [68].  
 
It is noted that since nanoresonators are characterized by large surface-to-volume ratio, the 
vibrational behavior of nanoresonators is governed by not only the strain (bending) energy Ub 
but also the surface energy Us defined as the energetic cost to create a surface due to scaling 
down. This indicates that the surface stress effect is a key factor that determines the vibration 
of nanoresonator. It is implied that in order to model a nanoresonator, the surface stress effect 
has to be incorporated with a classical beam model, which is demonstrated as below. 
 
In order to model a nanoresonator, we consider the elastic beam that inherently exhibits the 
surface stress, because the elastic properties of nanowires with their transverse dimension of 
<50 nm are significantly affected by surface stress as described in ref. [45]. Let us introduce 
the surface stress τ represented in the form of τ = τ0 + Sε [46-48], where τ0 is the constant 
surface stress, S is the strain-dependent surface stress (i.e. surface elastic stiffness), and ε is 
the mechanical strain. For silicon nanowires fabricated along the (100) crystallographic 
direction, the elastic modulus and the surface elastic stiffness are given by E = 179 GPa and 
S = –18.1 N/m [49], respectively. Here, the cross-sectional shape of a silicon nanowire is 
assumed as a hexagonal shape. It should be noted that when surface stress is exerted on an 
elastic body, the residual stress σR appears in order to satisfy the equilibrium condition from 
Newton’s third law. Specifically, we have a relation between surface stress and residual stress 
from force equilibrium: 

 
  
b τ ⋅δ y ± t 2( )dy

−d /2

d /2

∫ +
4

3
τ dy

−d /2

d /2

∫ + σ R dA
A∫∫ = 0     (1) 
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where b and d are the width and the thickness of a nanoresonator, respectively, δ(y) is the 
Dirac delta function, and y is a coordinate along the thickness. When an elastic beam that 
exerts the surface stress undergoes the bending deformation, the bending moment for such a 
beam is given by 

 
  
M = b yτ ⋅δ t ± t 2( )dy

−d /2

d /2

∫ +
4

3
τ y dy

−d /2

d /2

∫ + y σ b +σ R( )dA
A∫∫   (2.a) 

Here, σb is the bending stress given by σb = EIκ, where E is the bending modulus of a bulk 
material, I is the cross-sectional moment of inertia, and κ is the bending curvature. From Eqs. 
(1) and (2.a), the bending moment is represented in the form 

      (2.b) 

Therefore, the equation of motion for a nanoresonator is given by 

  (3) 

where A and L represent the cross-section area and the length of a nanoresonator, respectively, 
γ is the damping coefficient, T0 is the mechanical tension applied to a resonator, ξ is the 
effective mass per unit length for a nanoresonator, and f(x, t) is the actuation force per unit 
length. Here, the effective mass per unit length for a bare resonator without mass adsorption 
is given as ξ = ρA, where ρ is the mass density of a resonator. In addition, the actuation 
force per unit length is assumed to be in the form of f(x, t) = F(x)·cos(Ωt), where Ω is the 
driving frequency. It should be noted that the doubly-clamped boundary conditions induce the 

geometric nonlinear deformation dictated by a term  [69, 70]. For 

solving the equation of motion depicted by Eq. (3), we have employed the Galerkin’s method 
[70] that assumes the bending deflection w(x, t) in the form of w(x, t) = z(t)·ψ(x), where z(t) 
is the time-dependent amplitude and ψ(x) is the deflection eigenmode. Here, we assume the 
deflection eigenmode given as ψ(x) = (2/3)1/2[1 – cos(2πx/L)] that is the deflection eigenmode 
for a vibrating beam without considering any geometric nonlinear effect and mass adsorption. 
Here, it should be noted that the deflection eigenmode ψ(x) satisfies the essential boundary 
conditions, i.e. ψ(0) = ψ(L) = ψ˝(0) = ψ˝(L) = 0. By multiplication of deflection eigenmode 
ψ(x) with Eq. (3) followed by integration by parts, the equation of motion becomes the 
Duffing equation [71-73] such as 

     (4) 
where parameters are given as 
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Here, R is the effective mass for added atoms, and p can be regarded as a total amount of 
force that is used to actuate the nanoresonator. For mass adsorption that occurs uniformly 
over the entire length L, the effective mass per unit length is given as ξ = ρA + ΔM/L, 
where ΔM is the total amount of added mass. For such a case, a term R is given by R = 
ΔM. In case of mass adsorption that happens locally at the location of x = a (where 0 < a < 
L), the effective mass per unit length becomes ξ = ρA + ΔM·δ(x – a), where δ(x) is the 
Dirac delta function. As a consequence, for the localized mass adsorption, a term R is in the 
form of R = ΔM[1 – cos(2πa/L)]. The resonance behaviors of nanoresonators as well as their 
response to mass adsorption are numerically studied by solving the Duffing equation given by 
Eq. (4). 
 
III. Results and Discussion 
 
A. Resonance Behaviors of Nanoresonators: Role of Surface Effect 
 
We have taken into account the resonance behavior of silicon nanowires that can undergo 
either harmonic oscillations or nonlinear vibrations based on numerical simulations of Duffing 
equation given by Eq. (4). First, we consider the harmonic oscillations of silicon nanowires in 
order to compute the effective elastic modulus of silicon nanowires, because the harmonic 
resonance-based method [74, 75] has been widely utilized for measuring the elastic modulus 
of nanowires. In addition, the elastic properties of silicon nanowires have recently been 
extensively studied with respect to their sizes such as cross-sectional dimension [45, 76-78]. 
For harmonic oscillation, with neglecting the geometric nonlinear effect, the resonant frequency 
of a doubly-clamped nanowire is given by [70] 

        (6) 

where ωi is the resonant frequency for the i-th mode, κi is the i-th eigenvalue for doubly-
clamped boundary condition, i.e. κ1 = 4.73 (for fundamental resonance), κ2 = 7.85 (for the 
second harmonic resonance), etc., and Eeff is the effective elastic modulus for a silicon 
nanowire. In order to consider the harmonic resonance, the Duffing equation is taken into 
account with small amount of actuating force p such as p = 0.1 aN (where 1 aN = 10-18 N). 
The inset of Figure 1 shows the resonance curve for a silicon nanowire whose diameter and 
length are given as d = 20 nm and L = 2.2 µm. It is clearly shown that, with small amount 
of p, i.e. p = 0.1 aN, the resonance behavior is well fitted to harmonic oscillation. From the 
measured resonant frequency, we can calculate the effective elastic modulus from Eq. (6). 
Figure 1 shows the effective elastic modulus of various silicon nanowires whose diameters are 
in the range of 10 nm to 70 nm. It is interestingly found that as the diameter of a silicon 
nanowire decreases, the effective elastic modulus is significantly reduced. This is attributed to 
the negative surface elastic stiffness for silicon fabricated along (100) crystallographic direction. 
Our numerical results on the dependence of effective elastic modulus of silicon nanowire on 
its diameter are consistent with recent experimental and computational observations [45, 76, 77, 
79] that the effective modulus of a silicon nanowire decreases when its diameter is reduced. 
In particular, as shown in Fig. 1, our theoretical prediction on the size dependence of elastic 
modulus for silicon nanowire is quantitatively comparable to first-principle calculations [79] on 
elastic modulus. Moreover, the size dependence of elastic modulus predicted from our 
theoretical model is also comparable to that obtained from experiment [76], albeit our 
theoretical model overestimates the elastic modulus of nanowires with their diameter less than 
20 nm (Fig. 1). The discrepancy between theoretical prediction and experimental observation 
for elastic modulus of silicon nanowire with its diameter less than 20 nm may be attributed 
to the surface effect-driven phase transition, which may significantly affect the atomic 
structure of nanowire and consequently the elastic properties of nanowires [80]. It is implied 
that our theoretical model based on the continuum mechanics is appropriate for predicting the 
mechanical properties of nanowires, as long as the phase transition that makes a critical 
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impact on the atomic structure of nanowire does not occur. 
 
Because our previous study [67] shows that nonlinear oscillation can be a useful route to 
improving the detection sensitivity for a nanoresonator, it is essential to study the nonlinear 
oscillations of silicon nanowires for further applications in mass sensing. To our best 
knowledge, even though recent studies by Lu et al. [22] and Lilley et al. [57] provide the 
fundamental insights into the role of surface effect (i.e. surface stress) on the resonance 
behavior of a one-dimensional nanostructure, their studies [22, 57] are restricted to the 
harmonic oscillations of a 1-D nanostructure (e.g. nanocantilever, and nanowire). In order to 
induce the nonlinear oscillation, we consider the actuating force p > 1 pN (where 1 pN = 10-

12 N). In particular, the resonance behaviors of a silicon nanowire actuated by a force p = 2.5 
pN or 0.1 fN (where 1 fN = 10-15 N) are shown in the inset of Figure 2. It is shown that 
the actuation force of p = 0.1 fN induces the harmonic oscillation of a silicon nanowire, 
while the nonlinear vibration was observed when the actuation force is given as p = 2.5 fN. 
As shown in the inset of Figure 2, the nonlinear oscillation increases the resonant frequency, 
which is attributed to the geometric nonlinear effect due to doubly-clamped boundary 
condition. In order to understand the role of surface effect as well as the finite size effect on 
the nonlinear vibrations, we take into account the resonant frequencies of silicon nanowires 
actuated by an excitation force p in the range of 0.5 nN to 2.5 nN (Figure 2). For envisaging 
the role of surface effect, we have considered two models – (i) a continuum model with 
excluding the surface effect, and (ii) continuum model that accounts for the surface effect. 
The dashed lines in Figure 2 show the resonant frequencies calculated from a model that 
excludes the surface effect, while solid lines indicate the resonant frequencies estimated from 
a continuum model that considers the surface effect. As actuation force p increases, the 
normalized resonant frequencies are critically dependent on the surface effect. Here, the 
resonant frequencies are normalized by the harmonic resonances. Furthermore, as surface-to-
volume ratio increases, the surface effect significantly dominates the resonance behavior of 
nanoresonators (Figure 2). In summary, for a nanoresonator that exhibits the large surface-to-
volume ratio, the nonlinear vibration behavior is substantially determined by the surface effect 
(i.e. surface elastic stiffness). 
 
B. Surface Effect on Resonator-Based Mass Sensing 
 
Because nanoresonators have recently been highlighted as a highly sensitive mass detector [14-
16], it is essential to study the dynamic response of nanoresonators to mass adsorption. As 
delineated above, the surface effect plays a substantial role in the resonant frequencies of 
nanoresonators, which implies that the detection sensitivity for a nanoresonator may be highly 
correlated with the surface effect. This section is aimed at gaining insight into the role of the 
surface effect on the sensing performance of nanoresonators that can undergo either harmonic 
or nonlinear oscillations. 
 
First, we consider the case where the mass adsorption occurs on a nanoresonator that 
experiences the harmonic resonance. The inset of Figure 3 depicts the resonance curves for a 
bare silicon nanowire (with diameter d = 10 nm) and a silicon nanowire with mass adsorption 
(i.e. mass of 80 ag). It is shown that when a silicon nanowire is actuated by an actuation 
force p = 0.1 fN, the resonant frequency for a silicon nanowire is decreased due to added 
mass. We have investigated the resonant frequency shifts due to mass adsorption as a function 
of surface-to-volume ratio as well as the amount of adsorbed mass. It is found that the 
resonant frequency shift due to mass adsorption is dependent on the surface-to-volume ratio 
such that the larger surface-to-volume ratio of a nanoresonator, the better detection sensitivity 
does it possess. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, the resonant frequency shift due to mass 
adsorption is linearly proportional to the amount of adsorbed mass, which is consistent with 
the detection principle for harmonic oscillation-based detection. For an insight into the surface 
effect on the sensing performance, we take into account the difference between resonant 
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frequencies for a nanoresonator with mass adsorption, which were calculated from two models 
– (i) a continuum model that excludes the surface effect, and (ii) a continuum model that 
accounts for the surface effect. Specifically, the frequency difference is defined as ΔΩ = ω – 
Ω, where ω is the resonant frequency for a resonator with mass adsorption is estimated from 
a continuum model that considers the surface effect, while Ω is the resonant frequency is 
calculated from a model that excludes the surface effect. Here, the resonance behavior is only 
restricted to harmonic oscillation. It is shown that when very small amount of mass (e.g. 
mass of 10 ag) is adsorbed onto a resonator, the frequency difference is miniscule and 
independent of surface-to-volume ratio (Figure 4). This indicates that when the adsorption of 
small amount of mass occurs, the sensing performance of a nanoresonator undergoing 
harmonic resonance is uncorrelated with the surface effect. On the other hand, as shown in 
Figure 4, it is found that when the adsorption of sufficient amount of mass (i.e. mass of ≥ 
20 ag), the frequency difference between two models is critically dependent on both the 
surface-to-volume ratio and the amount of adsorbed mass. In particular, the frequency 
difference is almost linearly proportional to the surface-to-volume ratio. This indicates that in 
case of the adsorption of mass of ≥ 20 ag onto a silicon nanowire that exhibits the surface-
to-volume ratio of >0.2 nm-1, the surface effect takes a significant role in the sensing 
performance of a nanoresonator. 
 
As described in Section III.A, the nonlinear oscillation behavior of a nanoresonator is 
significantly affected by the surface effect. Moreover, our previous study [67] reports that the 
detection sensitivity for a resonator-based mass sensing could be remarkably enhanced by 
using nonlinear oscillation. These led us to study the role of surface effect on the detection 
sensitivity for nonlinear resonance-based detection. As elucidated in our previous report [67], 
the mass adsorption increases the resonant frequency for a nanoresonator operated in nonlinear 
oscillation (see also an inset of Figure 5), which is quite different from the detection principle 
for harmonic oscillation-based sensing. We have investigated the size effect on the resonant 
frequency shift for a resonator undergoing the nonlinear vibration due to mass adsorption. As 
shown in Figure 5, the resonant frequency shift due to mass adsorption depends on the 
surface-to-volume ratio. In order to gain the fundamental insights into the role of surface 
elasticity on the nonlinear oscillation-based mass sensing, we have taken into account the 
difference between frequencies computed from two models – (i) a model that excludes the 
surface effect, and (ii) a continuum model that accounts for the surface effect. Specifically, 
the frequency difference is defined as ΔΩ = ω – Ω, where ω is the resonant frequency for a 
resonator with mass adsorption is estimated from a continuum model that considers the 
surface effect, while Ω is the resonant frequency is calculated from a model that excludes the 
surface effect. It is found that regardless of the amount of adsorbed mass, the frequency 
difference is only governed by the surface-to-volume ratio (Figure 6). In other words, unlike 
the case of mass sensing based on harmonic oscillation, the surface effect makes a substantial 
impact on the nonlinear resonance-based mass detection regardless of the amount of added 
mass onto a resonator. Here, it should be noted that the frequency difference ΔΩ for 
nonlinear oscillation is two orders of magnitude larger than that for harmonic oscillation. This 
is attributed to the fact that large actuation force p, i.e. p = 2.5 nN, (that leads to the 
nonlinear oscillation) significantly increases the resonant frequency by two orders of magnitude. 
It is also noted that the frequency difference ΔΩ for harmonic oscillation is obtained based on 
the actuation force of p = 0.1 fN (ensuring the harmonic resonance), which is six orders of 
magnitude smaller than the actuation force (p = 2.5 nN) that is used to drive the nonlinear 
oscillation.  
 
C. Mechanical Tuning of Resonance and Sensing Performance: Role of Mechanical Force 
 
It is fruitful to study the effect of a mechanical force applied to a resonator on the sensing 
performance of a resonator, since it has recently been found that mechanical force is an 
efficient route to enhance both the resonant frequency and the quality (Q) factors of a 
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nanoresonator [67, 81-84].  
 
First, let us consider the tuning of resonant frequencies using a mechanical force. In particular, 
the resonant frequency of a silicon nanowire that undergoes the harmonic oscillation can be 
tuned by application of a mechanical force T0 = 0.6 nN such that a mechanical force 
increases the resonant frequency (see the inset of Figure 7). This can be easily elucidated 
from a continuum mechanics model. For small deformation with neglecting the damping effect, 
i.e. λ ≈ 0 and η ≈ 0, the resonant frequency under application of a mechanical tension T0 is 
given by ω = ω0[1 + T0L2/(αEI)]1/2 [67, 81, 86], where ω0 is the resonant frequency for a 
resonator without any application of mechanical force, and α is a boundary condition-
dependent constant, i.e. α = 4π2/0.97 for doubly-clamped boundary condition [86]. As a 
consequence, the resonant frequency shift Δω due to applied mechanical force T0 is 
represented in the form of Δω/ω0 = ε/2 + O(ε2), where ε is a normalized mechanical tension 
defined as ε = T0L2/(αEI). This is consistent with our numerical result (i.e. Figure 7) that 
shows the normalized frequency shift due to applied mechanical tension T0 for a silicon 
nanowire resonator undergoing the harmonic oscillation. Specifically, the frequency shift due to 
mechanical tension is almost linearly proportional to the amount of applied mechanical force. 
Moreover, it is found that the normalized frequency shift due to mechanical tension depends 
on the surface-to-volume ratio (Figure 7). In order to investigate of the correlation between 
surface effect and mechanical tuning of resonant frequency, we have taken into account a 
model that excludes the surface effect in order to compute the resonant frequency shift due to 
mechanical tension (shown as dashed lines in Figure 7). It is shown that for a nanoresonator 
that exhibits the surface-to-volume ratio of ≤ 0.4 nm-1, the resonant frequency shift due to 
mechanical tension is almost independent of the surface effect. 
 
Furthermore, we have studied the mechanical tuning of nonlinear resonances using a 
mechanical force. Unlike the case of harmonic oscillation, the application of a mechanical 
force to a nanoresonator operated in nonlinear vibrations reduces the resonant frequency (see 
the inset of Figure 8). It is shown that for nanoresonators that possess the surface-to-volume 
ratio of ≤0.2 nm-1, a decrease in the resonant frequencies due to mechanical tension is 
linearly proportional to the applied mechanical force T0 (Figure 8). On the other hand, for a 
resonator that has the surface-to-volume ratio of >0.2 nm-1, the frequency shift due to 
mechanical tension is no longer linearly proportional to the mechanical force T0. In addition, 
in order to gain insights into the surface effect on the mechanical tuning of nonlinear 
resonances, we have considered a continuum model that excludes the surface effect. The 
frequency shift due to mechanical tension, which is computed from such a model (i.e. 
neglecting the surface effect), is almost close to that estimated from the model that accounts 
the surface effect (Figure 8). This indicates that the surface elastic stiffness does not 
significantly affect the resonant frequency shift due to a mechanical tension. In other words, 
the mechanical tuning of nonlinear resonances is insensitive to the surface effect. 
 
Now, let us study the mechanical tension-based tuning of sensing performance, because a 
mechanical tension is a useful avenue to tune the sensing performance of nanoresonators [67, 
83]. Here, we have measured the frequency shift for a resonator, which bears a mechanical 
tension, due to mass adsorption based on our theoretical model depicted in Eq. (4). First, we 
consider the case of harmonic oscillation for mass sensing using a resonator that exerts a 
mechanical tension. Figure 9 shows the resonant frequency shift due to mass adsorption (with 
amount of 40 ag) for a resonator to which a mechanical tension is applied. It is interestingly 
found that frequency shift is strongly dependent on not only the amount of mechanical tension 
but also the surface-to-volume ratio. In particular, for a surface-to-volume ratio of <0.3 nm–1, 
a mechanical tension does not make any impact on the resonant frequency shift due to added 
mass. On the other hand, for the surface-to-volume ratio of >0.5 nm–1, the resonant frequency 
shift due to adsorbed mass is sensitively dependent on a mechanical tension. This indicates 
that the finite size effect is a key factor that determines the mechanical force-based tuning of 
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the detection sensitivity. This can be elucidated from a continuum model that takes into 
account harmonic resonance with neglecting the geometric nonlinearity and damping effect (i.e. 
λ ≈ 0 and η ≈ 0 in Eq. (4)). The resonant frequency for a bare resonator, without any added 
mass, that exerts a mechanical tension T0 is given by ω0 = φ(1 + Sbd2/2EI + 3-3/2Sd3/EI)1/2[1 
+ T0L2/(αEI)]1/2, where φ = (κ/L)2(EI/ρA)1/2. As a consequence, the frequency shift due to mass 
adsorption is represented in the form of 

       (7.a) 

where 

  and     (7.b) 

Eq. (7) demonstrates that the frequency shift due to mass adsorption for a resonator bearing a 
mechanical tension depends on both the surface effect and the mechanical tension. In 
particular, the frequency shift due to added mass is proportional to the factor of , which 
indicates that as the diameter d of a resonator decreases (i.e. the surface-to-volume ratio 
increases), the frequency shift due to adsorbed mass becomes strongly dependent on an 
applied mechanical tension. However, as the diameter d increases (i.e. surface-to-volume ratio 
approaches zero), the frequency shift due to mass adsorption is weakly dependent of applied 
mechanical tension. This is consistent with our numerical results shown in Figure 9. 
 
Moreover, we have investigated the effect of mechanical tension on the frequency shift due to 
mass adsorption for a resonator that undergoes the nonlinear vibration. It is clearly shown that 
mechanical tension reduces the frequency shift due to added mass (Figure 10), which indicates 
that mechanical tension decreases the detection sensitivity. In particular, when a mechanical 
tension of <5 nN is applied to a resonator, the frequency shift due to mass adsorption is 
highly correlated with the surface-to-volume ratio of a resonator. However, when a 
nanoresonator exerts a mechanical force of >10 nN, the frequency shift due to adsorbed mass 
is significantly reduced and almost independent of the surface-to-volume ratio. This indicates 
that the detection sensitivity for nonlinear resonance-based detection can be diminished by 
application of a mechanical tension to a resonator. 
 
In summary, a mechanical tuning of resonance using a mechanical force is a useful route to 
enhance the detection sensitivity for harmonic oscillation-based sensing, whereas the 
mechanical tuning deteriorates the detection sensitivity for nonlinear resonance-based detection. 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
In this work, we have studied the finite size effect on the dynamic behavior of nanoresonators 
as well as their sensing performances. In particular, in order to understand such a finite size 
effect (or equivalently, the surface effect), we have considered a continuum model that 
accounts for the surface effect for modeling silicon nanowire resonators. It is shown that our 
model, which takes the surface effect into account, is able to predict the mechanical properties 
(e.g. elastic modulus, and resonance) of silicon nanowires. This suggests that the surface effect 
makes a significant impact on the mechanical properties such as resonances of nanowires. We 
have also studied the surface effect on the nonlinear vibrations. It was found that as a 
resonator is scaled down, the surface effect becomes a key factor that determines the 
nonlinear vibrations. More importantly, our study shows that surface effect takes a leading 
role in the detection sensitivity for resonator-based sensing based on either harmonic or 
nonlinear oscillations. Specifically, for nonlinear oscillation-based detection, the sensing 
performance of a nanoresonator is significantly governed by the surface effect regardless of 
the amount of adsorbed mass. On the other hand, for harmonic oscillation-based sensing, is 
the surface effect on the sensing performance becomes sensitively dependent on the amount of 
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added mass. In addition, we have investigated the surface effect on the mechanical force-based 
tuning of resonances and detection sensitivity. It is found that the surface effect does not play 
any role on the mechanical tuning of resonance, while the surface effect significantly 
dominates the mechanical tuning of the detection sensitivity for a resonator undergoing either 
harmonic or nonlinear resonances. In summary, our study sheds light on the importance of the 
surface effect on not only the vibration behavior of nanoresonators but also their sensing 
performance. This implies that the surface effect should be carefully taken into account for 
designing a nanoresonator for its specific functions such as actuations and/or detections. 
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Figures Captions 
 
Figure 1. Effective elastic modulus of silicon nanowires with respect to their diameters: Here, 
the elastic modulus of silicon nanowires were extracted from their harmonic resonances that 
were calculated from our model. The effective elastic modulus was normalized by the elastic 
modulus of bulk silicon. Moreover, our predictions on the size dependence of elastic modulus 
for silicon nanowire are compared with experimental data (Zhu et al., Nano Lett, 2009) [76] 
and/or first-principle calculations (Lee et al., Phys. Rev. B, 2007) [79]. 
 
Figure 2. Resonant frequencies for silicon nanowire resonators undergoing the nonlinear 
vibrations: Inset shows the resonance curves, each of which corresponds to harmonic (blue 
curve) and nonlinear (red curve) oscillations, respectively. Here, the harmonic resonance was 
numerically obtained from our model when an actuation force is set to 0.1 fN, while the 
frequencies for nonlinear oscillation were computed from our model when an actuation force 
is set to 2.5 pN. Solid lines show the resonant frequencies estimated from our model that 
takes the surface effect into account, whereas dashed lines indicate the resonant frequencies 
evaluated from a continuum model that excludes the surface effect. 
 
Figure 3. Resonant frequency shifts due to mass adsorption using harmonic oscillations: Inset 
shows the resonance curves for a bare resonator (blue curve) and a resonator with mass 
adsorption of 80 ag (red curve), respectively. It is shown that frequency shifts due to mass 
adsorption due to adsorbed mass depend on the amount of added mass as well as the surface-
to-volume ratio of a resonator. 
 
Figure 4. Difference between two models – (i) our model that considers the surface effect, 
and (ii) a continuum model excluding the surface effect – in measuring the resonant 
frequencies for resonators with mass adsorption: It is found that when small amount of mass 
(e.g. ≤ 10 ag) is added to a resonator, the surface effect does not play a significant role on 
the frequencies. However, when a sufficient amount of mass (e.g. >20 ag) is adsorbed, the 
surface effect plays a substantial role in the frequency behavior of nanoresonators that exhibit 
the large surface-to-volume ratio. 
 
Figure 5. Resonant frequency shifts due to mass adsorption for resonators that experiences the 
nonlinear vibrations: Inset shows the resonance curves corresponding to resonance for a bare 
resonator, i.e. without mass adsorption (blue curve), and a mass-adsorbed resonator (red curve), 
respectively. It is shown that mass adsorption increases the resonant frequencies in nonlinear 
oscillation regime. Frequency shifts due to adsorbed mass for nonlinear resonator is governed 
by the resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. 
 
Figure 6. Difference between two models – (i) our model that considers the surface effect, 
and (ii) a continuum model excluding the surface effect – in measuring the resonant 
frequencies for nonlinear resonators with mass adsorption: It is interestingly shown that 
regardless of amount of adsorbed mass, the surface effect plays a significant role on the 
frequency behavior of mass-adsorbed resonators that undergo the nonlinear vibrations. 
 
Figure 7. Resonant frequency shifts due to mechanical tension applied to a resonator 
experiencing the harmonic oscillations: Inset shows two resonance curves that correspond to 
resonance for a resonator without applied tension (blue curve) and a resonator that exerts a 
mechanical tension (red curve). It is shown that a mechanical tension increases the resonant 
frequency. It is shown that frequency shifts due to mechanical tension depends on the 
resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. Here, solid line indicates the frequency shifts computed 
from our model that accounts for surface effect, while dashed lines represents the frequency 
shifts calculated from a continuum model excluding the surface effect. 
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Figure 8. Resonant frequency shifts induced by a mechanial tension applied a resonator that 
undergoes the nonlinear vibration: Inset shows the resonance curves corresponding to a bare 
resonator (blue curve) and a resonator that bears the mechanical tension (red curve). It is 
shown that a mechanical tension decreases the resonant frequency in the nonlinear oscillation 
regime. It is found that mechanical tension significantly reduces the resonant frequencies, and 
that the decreases in frequencies due to mechanical tension is significantly governed by the 
resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. 
 
Figure 9. Color map that shows the frequency shifts due to mass adsorption (i.e. 40 ag) for 
resonators that experience the harmonic oscillation as a function of the mechanical tension and 
the surface-to-volume ratio. 
 
Figure 10. Color map indicates the normalized frequency shifts due to mass adsorption (i.e. 
40 ag) for resonators that undergo the nonlinear vibrations with respect to the mechanical 
tension and the surface-to-volume ratio. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1. Effective elastic modulus of silicon nanowires with respect to their diameters: Here, 
the elastic modulus of silicon nanowires were extracted from their harmonic resonances that 
were calculated from our model. The effective elastic modulus was normalized by the elastic 
modulus of bulk silicon. Moreover, our predictions on the size dependence of elastic modulus 
for silicon nanowire are compared with experimental data (Zhu et al., Nano Lett, 2009) [76] 
and/or first-principle calculations (Lee et al., Phys. Rev. B, 2007) [79]. 
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Figure 2. Resonant frequencies for silicon nanowire resonators undergoing the nonlinear 
vibrations: Inset shows the resonance curves, each of which corresponds to harmonic (blue 
curve) and nonlinear (red curve) oscillations, respectively. Here, the harmonic resonance was 
numerically obtained from our model when an actuation force is set to 0.1 fN, while the 
frequencies for nonlinear oscillation were computed from our model when an actuation force 
is set to 2.5 pN. Solid lines show the resonant frequencies estimated from our model that 
takes the surface effect into account, whereas dashed lines indicate the resonant frequencies 
evaluated from a continuum model that excludes the surface effect. 
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Figure 3. Resonant frequency shifts due to mass adsorption using harmonic oscillations: Inset 
shows the resonance curves for a bare resonator (blue curve) and a resonator with mass 
adsorption of 80 ag (red curve), respectively. It is shown that frequency shifts due to mass 
adsorption due to adsorbed mass depend on the amount of added mass as well as the surface-
to-volume ratio of a resonator. 
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Figure 4. Difference between two models – (i) our model that considers the surface effect, 
and (ii) a continuum model excluding the surface effect – in measuring the resonant 
frequencies for resonators with mass adsorption: It is found that when small amount of mass 
(e.g. ≤ 10 ag) is added to a resonator, the surface effect does not play a substantial role on 
the frequencies. However, when a sufficient amount of mass (e.g. >20 ag) is adsorbed, the 
surface effect plays a key role in the frequency behavior of nanoresonators that exhibit the 
large surface-to-volume ratio. 
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Figure 5. Resonant frequency shifts due to mass adsorption for resonators that experiences the 
nonlinear vibrations: Inset shows the resonance curves corresponding to resonance for a bare 
resonator, i.e. without mass adsorption (blue curve), and a mass-adsorbed resonator (red curve), 
respectively. It is shown that mass adsorption increases the resonant frequencies in nonlinear 
oscillation regime. Frequency shifts due to adsorbed mass for nonlinear resonator is governed 
by the resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. 
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Figure 6. Difference between two models – (i) our model that considers the surface effect, 
and (ii) a continuum model excluding the surface effect – in measuring the resonant 
frequencies for nonlinear resonators with mass adsorption: It is interestingly shown that 
regardless of amount of adsorbed mass, the surface effect plays a significant role on the 
frequency behavior of mass-adsorbed resonators that undergo the nonlinear vibrations. 
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Figure 7. Resonant frequency shifts due to mechanical tension applied to a resonator 
experiencing the harmonic oscillations: Inset shows two resonance curves that correspond to 
resonance for a resonator without applied tension (blue curve) and a resonator that exerts a 
mechanical tension (red curve). It is shown that a mechanical tension increases the resonant 
frequency. It is shown that frequency shifts due to mechanical tension depends on the 
resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. Here, solid line indicates the frequency shifts computed 
from our model that accounts for surface effect, while dashed lines represents the frequency 
shifts calculated from a continuum model excluding the surface effect. 
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Figure 8. Resonant frequency shifts induced by a mechanial tension applied a resonator that 
undergoes the nonlinear vibration: Inset shows the resonance curves corresponding to a bare 
resonator (blue curve) and a resonator that bears the mechanical tension (red curve). It is 
shown that a mechanical tension decreases the resonant frequency in the nonlinear oscillation 
regime. It is found that mechanical tension significantly reduces the resonant frequencies, and 
that the decreases in frequencies due to mechanical tension is significantly governed by the 
resonator’s surface-to-volume ratio. 
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Figure 9. Color map that shows the frequency shifts due to mass adsorption (i.e. 40 ag) for 
resonators that experience the harmonic oscillation as a function of the mechanical tension and 
the surface-to-volume ratio. 
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Figure 10. Color map indicates the normalized frequency shifts due to mass adsorption (i.e. 
40 ag) for resonators that undergo the nonlinear vibrations with respect to the mechanical 
tension and the surface-to-volume ratio. 
 
 
 

 
 


